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Stability of steady helical motions of a rigid body in a fluid was investigated by Liapu- 
nov p]. Here the problem is considered for the case when the body has a cavity com- 
letely filled with a viscous fluid. Results obtained by Rumiantsev in fZ] are utilized in 

this investigation. 

1, We shall consider the motion of a mechanical system represented by a rigid body 
with a cavity completely filled with a viscous incompressible fluid, in the infinite per- 
feet fluid undergoing an irrotational motion and at rest at infinity. We assume,that the 

only force acting on the body and the fluids under consideration is that of gravity and 

that the weight of displaced fluid is equal to that of the body together with the viscous 

fluid. 
We shall use a rectangular coordinate system OX 1 x 2x3 with the origin at the cen- 

ter of mass of the body and the axes and their unit vectors fl , fz and i3 coinciding 
with the principal central axes of inertia of the body relative to the point 0 I Then, 

the equations of motion of our mechanical system will be (1.1) 
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qhere r = ~(1) + @sj + Tt3! is the kinetic energy of the system T T(l), T(21 and T(3) 
are the kinetic energies of the body, the viscous fluid and the perfect fluid, respectively, 
while [J and W are the respective vectors of the translational and instantaneous angular 

velocity of the body, 
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are the momentum and angular momentum vectors respectively, referred to the point 

0 : Y is a unit vector in the vertical direction : r. is a vector produced from the 
center of gravity of the volume bounded by the surface of the body adjacent to the infi- 
nite fluid,to the center of mass of the body and the fluid inside its cavity : M -= M(l) + 

.+ MC@. where Mfl) and MC*) denote the mass of the body and the viscous fluid respec- 

tively : g is the acceleration due to gravizy ; u is the vector of the relative velocity 

of particles of the viscous fluid : p and p is the pressure and density of the fluid 
respectively : U = p / 13 is the kinematic viscosity coefficient : p is the coefficient 

of viscosity and A is the Laplace operator. 
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Equations (1.1) require an additional condition on the walIs &’ of the cavity, and this 

condition is : u = 0 on s. 
From (1.1) tje obtain 

where v is the potential energy of the system, V is the Hamiltonian operator and 7 
is the volume of the cavity, From this, 

T + v < T, + v, (To = T 1 tzO, vo = IT I f=o) (1.2) 
follows* 

Equations (1.1) also admit the following integrals : 
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= const for riJ = 0 (1.5) 

2 , To simplify the calculations we shall assume that the centers of mass of the body 

and the fluid contained in its cavity coincide, and, that their principal axes of inertia 
relative to their common center of mass, also coincide , Then we have the following 
expressions fo Tclj and T@) 

~(1) = + M,ua + -$- 09% 

Here 1J is the vector of relative angular momentim of the viscous fluid, while @’ 
and 0(‘) are the inertia tensors of the body and the viscous fluid for the point 0 

ei;’ = zi, f@’ zz J. 21 q =L1 09 = 0 
13 (i # j, i, j = 1,2,3) 

The following expression [3] shall be used for Tt3) 

where Ai, B 1 and ci are known constants, 

Following @] (p. 137), we shall introduce the vectors n ( $ ) and u o ( ti, T) 

ClkP) $ g = SfB(“~‘ wxr+u=Qxr+u, 

Expressing Y’(‘) in the form 

T@) zzz $- MJJ2 + + (ti,e@) + g) Q(*)-’ (oe’2) + g) + +- p 5 ~~2 dz 
7 

we readily obtain the inequality 

2TC2) > M,U2 + (c&P + g&P-t, 

analogous to that given in @] (p. 137) . 

3, Let, during the whole motion, a= 0 . Then, when, r. = z3& the equations 
(1.1) admit a particular solution 

w = oiS, y = i3, g=o, u==o (3.1) 
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We shall investigate the stability of motion (3.1) with respect to W , y and g, 

Replacing these magnitudes in (1.2) to (1.4) with their perturbed values and denoting 

the left-hand sides of these integrals by VI , . , , , b’s respectively, we shall consider 
the function 

v = v, f av, - 2ov, + 11ChV,2 (o = (C, + 1, + J3) m3 - Mgz:30, 31- > Mgz,,) 

which, provided the conditions 

(C, + I, $ J, - Ci - ri - Ji) 0’ - Mg~30 i 0 (i = 1, 2) 

are fulfilled, satisfies (p], pp. 138-139) all the conditions of the Rumiantsev theorem 
on the stability with respect to the part of the variables, which in turn proves the stabi- 

lity of the unperturbed motion (3.1) with respect to the above mentioned magnitudes . 
In addition, the stability with respect to 

p j: up, dt (t = 1,2,3) 
T 

is also obvious. 

4, When r. = 0 , Equations (1.1) admit a particular solution 

U = Uis, 0 = ois, y = i3, g=o, u=o (4.1) 

Let us investigate the stability of motion (4.1) with respect to the magnitudes U , @, 

y and g. 
Replacing in (1.2). (1.3) and (1.5) U , W , y , g and u with their perturbed values 

and denoting the left-hand sides of these integrals by VI,. . . , V4 and ve respectively, 

we shall consider the function 

where 
u = 2 [(A, + M) li + B,o]-’ {(C, + J3 + J3) w” .- (-4, + M) U2 -- 

--h [(A, + Jf) u + B,W12) 

x = (A3$ M) u2 - (C, + I, + J3) 02 + h [(A3 + M) u+ B30]2 

p = - 2w [(A3 + M) u + B,ol-1 

while h and w are sufficiently small positive constants. 
Limiting ourselves to the case when 6’1 = Ba = B3 = 0 , we obtain the following 

sufficient conditions of stability of unperturbed motion (4.1) with respect to the above 
mentioned magnitudes 

6, Assuming that the initial impulse of the system has a vertical axis for both, per- 

turbed and unperturbed motion, let us replace y in (1.1) with (e / n) i3T / XJ’, where 
c = - 1 if the direction of the impulse coincides with the direction of the force of grav- 

ity and c = + 1 otherwise , and n is a constant appearing in the first of the integrals 

of (1.3) and is assumed to remain the same for both, perturbed and unperturbed motion. 
Then, for r0 = +,i, Equations (1.1) admit the following particular solution 

U = Lri3, w = oi3, g-0, 11 70 (5.1) 
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Let us investigate the stability of this unperturbed motion (5.1) with respect to U , 

W and g. We replace y in (1.2) with (E / 71) 8T / aU : U , u, g and u in (1.2). 

in the first of the integrals of (1.3) and in (1. 5) which now holds for any 
perturbed values, we denote the left-hand sides of these integrals by G. 
respectively, and we consider the function 

ro with their 

Vz and v3 t 

and v is a sufficiently large positive constant. 
Limiting ourselves to the case when B1 =Bz = Ba = 0 , we obtain the following 

sufficient conditions of stability of the unperturbed motion (5.1) with respect to the 

magnitudes shown above (i == 1,2) 

tna + M, tA3 + ‘Zz - Ai) u2 + (Ai + lIzI) [(Csf Is f Js-Ci - Zi) W2 - & IlZgX;,o] > 0 

CA3 + M, (‘s - ‘i) “’ + (Ai + M) [(Cs f Z, f Ja - Ci - Ii - Ji) Q’ - FlIfgIm] > 0 

It should be noted that these conditions are, by virtue of the limitations imposed at 
the beginning of this section, the sufficient conditions of conditional stability of the 

unperturbed motion (5.1) with respect to the indicated magnitudes. 
The author expresses deep gratitude to V. V. Rumiantsev for his interest in this work. 
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